NOTES:

1. ROHS COMPLIANT
2. HEADER: DAP (DIALYL PHTHALATE) WITH FLAMMABILITY RATING UL 94V−0 OR BETTER.
3. STORAGE TEMPERATURE: −20°C TO +125°C
4. COMPLIANCE TO J−STD:
   A. J−STD−002: SOLDERABILITY AT 245°C REFLOW PROFILE
   B. J−STD−020: LEVEL 1, NO MOISTURE SENSITIVE
   C. J−STD−075: R7, 245°C MAXIMUM THROUGH REFLOW SOLDER
5. TO ORDER TAPE & REEL PACKAGING ADD A "T" SUFFIX TO THE PART NUMBER (i.e. HXXXXXNL BECOMES HXXXXXNLNT).
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DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES WITH THE FOLLOWING
TOLERANCES:
\[ .XX = \pm 0.02 \]
\[ .XXX = \pm 0.010 \]
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